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The process of alignment, a new fundamental interaction between vortices in a 
stratified and rapidly rotating fluid, is defined and studied in detail in the context of 
the two-layer quasi-geostrophic model. Alignment occurs when two vortices in 
different density layers coalesce by reducing their horizontal separation. It is found 
that only vortices whose radii are comparable with or larger than the Rossby 
deformation radius can align. In  the same way as the merger process (in a single two- 
dimensional layer) is related to the reverse energy cascade of two-dimensional 
turbulence, geostrophic potential vorticity alignment is related the barotropic-to- 
baroclinic energy cascade of geostrophic turbulence in two layers. It is also shown 
how alignment is intimately connected with the existence of two-layer doubly 
connected geostrophic potential vorticity equilibria (V-states), for which the analysis 
of the geometry of the stream function in the corotating frame is found to be a crucial 
diagnostic. The finite-area analogues of the hetons of Hogg & Stommel(i985) are also 
determined : they consist of a propagating pair of opposite-signed potential vorticity 
patches located in different layers. 
1. Introduction 
In a companion paper (Polvani, Zabusky & Flier1 1989a, hereinafter referred to as 
‘the first paper ’) we have presented the results of our study of the dynamics of quasi- 
geostrophic vortices in a two-layer model for configurations in which the geostrophic 
potential vorticity in the lower layer is identically zero. The objective was to 
investigate the effect of the presence of an active lower layer on the dynamics of 
vortices in the upper layer. Most of the attention was dedicated to the process of 
vortex merger, which is now recognized to be the fundamental interaction through 
which long-lived isolated strong coherent vortices are generated in two-dimensional 
turbulent fields (McWilliams 1984; Babiano et al. 1986; Benzi, Paternello & 
Santangelo 1988). 
In the first paper, the presence of a finite radius of deformation L, was found to 
inhibit merger for vortices of radius comparable with L, when the lower layer is deep. 
The critical merger distances as functions of L, were shown to be closely related to 
the limiting shapes of same-sign vortex pair equilibria (V-states). It was also 
determined that the equivalent barotropic model is a singular limit of the two-layer 
model (as the lower layer becomes infinitely deep), its dynamics exhibiting a strong 
suppression of filamentation and axisymmetrization for scales of order L, and larger. 
t Present address: Department of Applied Physics, Columbia University, New York, KY 10027, 
USA. 
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For more details we refer the reader to  the first paper (see also Polvani, Flier1 & 
Zabusky 1989b). 
In this second paper we turn our attention to situations in which the geostrophic 
potential vorticity is non-zero in both layers. Unfortunately our knowledge of 
stratified geostrophic turbulence is less advanced than for two-dimensional 
turbulence. The original observation of Charney (1971) that the geostrophic form of 
the potential vorticity is isomorphic to the two-dimensional vorticity, thereby 
implying a k-3 spectral law, reverse energy and forward enstrophy cascades, and 
equipartition between kinetic and potential energy, has been generally confirmed by 
Herring (1980), who used a statistical closure model and, more recently, by the 
numerical simulations of Hua & Haidvogel (1986). (Here k is the magnitude of the 
three-dimensional wavenumber, with the vertical coordinate rescaled by the ratio 
N / f  of the Brunt-Vaisala frequency to the Coriolis parameter.) 
A number of other investigators have instead concentrated on models with low 
vertical resolution, and in particular on the two-layer model (see Rhines 1979, for a 
review). Among the important results that have emerged from these studies we 
mention the presence of a ‘red’ cascade of the barotropic energy to the large scales 
(analogous to the two-dimensional case) and a baroclinic forward cascade to the 
smaller scales (a manifestation of baroclinic instability). Moreover, the intermodal 
barotropic-baroclinic interactions have been shown to lead to an energy transfer 
from baroclinic to  barotropic modes, and to occur preferentially on scales close to the 
The first suggestion of the presence of isolated and coherent structures in stratified 
quasi-geostrophic turbulence was reported by Hua & Haidvogel (1986), and a clear 
picture of their emergence in the decaying case has recently been presented by 
McWilliams (1989) with a simulation a t  unprecedently high resolution. In particular, 
McWilliams reports how the coherent vortices of stratified geostrophic turbulence 
seem to be mostly elongated in the vertical direction and horizontally axisymmetric. 
Motivated by these results, we start in $2 by defining and studying in detail, within 
the framework of the two-layer model, a new fundamental process which, following 
McWilliams’ description, we have termed vortex alignment : i t  is the stratified 
counterpart of the merger process, and we believe it to  be responsible for the 
predominantly columnar (i.e. vertically untilted) character of stratified geostrophic 
vortices. The fundamental nature of alignment resides in that i t  is related to the 
baroclinic-to-barotropic energy cascade (Rhines 1979), much as merger is related to 
the well-known reverse energy cascade of two-dimensional turbulence (Kraichnan & 
Montgomery 1980); the energy conversion is quantified in $3. The connection 
between alignment and the existence (or rather the absence) of geostrophic potential 
vorticity equilibria (V-states) is studied in $4, and their rich and complicated 
structure is carefully examined in $ 5 ,  where the principal diagnostic tool is shown to 
be the analysis of the geometry of corotating stream functions. Finally, we present 
in § 6 the finite-area analogues of the self-propagating geostrophic point-vortex pairs 
called ‘hetons’ by Hogg & Stommel (1985). 
deformation radius. 0 
2. Alignment in the two-layer model 
The quasi-geostrophic two-layer model is the simplest system that exhibits the 
properties of both rotation and stratification, and we have adopted it in this 
investigation as a physical system ideally suited for a detailed study of fundamental 
processes in the dynamics of stratified rotating vorticity fields. The system is 
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composed of two equal layers of constant density in which the flow is two- 
dimensional and given by a stream function +i ( i  = 1,2) which is related t o  the 
dynamically conserved quantity, the geostrophic potential vorticity l7,, through the 
relation 
where the non-dimensional parameter y corresponds to the ratio of the lengthscale 
of the motion (here the radius of the vortex patches) to the radius of deformation. 
To reduce the computational task we have confined our study, in this second paper, 
to the case of two layers of equal depth in the absence of motion (for more details on 
the two-layer model, we refer the reader to the first paper and references therein). 
The alignment process is studied by considering the evolution of two initially 
circular vortex patches, i.e. two regions of uniform l7, one in each layer. We let 
I7 = 1 inside the vortices and zero everywhere outside and, without loss of generality, 
we choose the radius of the vortices to be 1 and their horizontal separation d,. The 
choice of a uniform II within the vortices allows us to determine the evolution of the 
system uniquely from the position of the contours enclosing the non-zero geostrophic 
potential vorticity : the method of contour dynainics and its implementation for the 
two-layer model have been described in detail in the first paper. However, the 
numerical algorithm with which the following results were obtained differs 
considerably from the one used there. 
The computations presented here were performed with an algorithm based on 
Dritschel’s (1988 a )  contour surgery for the two-dimensional Euler equations, 
appropriately modified for the two-layer model. Contour surgery not only uses a 
higher-order interpolation scheme for the contours, but also allows for automatic 
topological reconnections. Because the situation of interest id stir problem is such 
that the geostrophic potential vorticity in one layer is a symmetfic reflection about 
the origin of that  in the opposite layer, much computational t i d e  can be saved and 
accuracy obtained by computing the evolution of the contours in a single layer, and 
reflecting about the origin to obtain the contours in the other layer. I n  eneral, for 
1 part in lo4 a t  the end of each run, with the exception of those instances in which 
a very large amount of filamentation occurs, in which case area conservation is only 
the order of 0.5%. 
By analogy with the merger problem we would like to be able to say that two 
vortices align when the horizontal distance between them decreases. The novelty 
with respect to merger is that, because they are located in different layers, we have 
the possibility, in the alignment problem, of starting the two vortices with a large 
amount of overlap ; i t  is therefore crucial to  have a precise quantitative definition of 
alignment. The natural choice is to make use of the intercentroid distance (i.e. the 
horizontal distance between the two centres of vorticity) as the relevant diagnostic 
quantity. 
Two scenarios are possible : when the intercentroid distance decreases (within a 
time of the order of the rotation period t, of the vortices about their common 
centroid) to  an average value lower than the initial one, we deem that alignment has 
occurred. Alternatively, when the vortices do not align, the intercentroid distance 
merely oscillatest with time around a constant value. We now present a number of 
t The question of whether this oscillation is actually periodic is not addressed here since we are 
only interested in vortex interactions on times of order t,, and vortex encounters rarely last much 
longer in turbulent geostrophic vorticity fields. We note that the question of exact recurrence has 
not been investigated in detail even for the merger problem in two dimensions. 
IIi = V 2 + i + y 2 ( + j - @ i )  with i =  1,2 ,  j= 3 - i ,  (1) 
the results presented in this section, the area is numerically conserved to fl etter than 
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FIQURE 1 . ( a )  Alignment for d, = 3.0 and y = 2.0. Time advances to the right and downwards. The 
frames shown are t = 0,2 ,4 , .  .. . The solid (dashed) contours are in the upper (lower) layer. ( b )  The 
geostrophic potential vorticity in the upper layer at t = 22 for the run in (a).  (c) The intercentroid 
distance as a function of time for the run in (a) .  
examples that illustrate the rich phenomenology of the alignment problem in the 
two-dimensional (y ,  d,) parameter space. 
In figure 1 ( a )  we show the evolution of two circular vortices, one in each layer, 
initially separated by a distance d, = 3.0 at y = 2.0 (i.e. with a radius twice the 
deformation radius). The vortex patches, initially well separated, behave as if 
attracting each other, and eventually a large portion of each vortex is torn away. The 
final configuration shows that the vorticity has been rearranged so as to be composed 
of two ‘satellite’ vortices, one in each layer, rotating about a central barotropic 
vortex. An expanded view of the vorticity field in the upper layer for the last frame 
is given in figure l ( b ) ;  the vorticity has been split into two main parts, an outer 
vortex (cf. the rightmost part of figure 1 b)  and an inner one which is interacting 
strongly with its counterpart in the lower layer and is surrounded by many filaments. 
The intercentroid distance as a function of time is plotted in figure 1 (c) ; it drops to 
approximately f of its initial value as alignment takes place, and eventually oscillates 
around that level. 
By reducing the value of y ,  which amounts to uncoupling the layers or, 
alternatively, increasing the Rossby deformation radius of the system, alignment can 
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FIGURE 2. (a) Same as figure 1 (a) but for y = 1.0. The frames are shown at t = 0 ,2 ,4 , .  . . .. 
( b )  The intercentroid distance as a function of time for the run in (a). 
be suppressed. We illustrate this in figure 2 (a) ,  where the evolution of two vortices 
placed at the same distance apart as the previous run, but a t  y = 1, is shown. I n  this 
case the vortices simply rotate around one another and their intercentroid distance, 
plotted in figure 2 ( b ) ,  oscillates with time. 
As one would expect, alignment is recovered a t  the same value of y = 1 by 
approaching the vortices to each other, as is shown in figure 3 ( a )  for the case 
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FIGURE 3. (a) Alignment for d, = 1.6 and y = 1.0. Time advances to the right and downwards. The 
frames are shown at t = 0,1 ,2 ,3 ,  . . . . ( b )  The intercentroid distance aa a function of time for the run 
in (a) .  
d, = 1.6. In  this case only a thin filament is initially shed by the vortices, and the 
intercentroid distance (plotted in figure 3b)  decreases by a relatively small amount. 
If the vortices are now placed even closer together, at the same value of y = 1 ,  the 
first counter-intuitive result is encountered. The case d ,  = 0.4 (see figure 4 a )  shows 
no alignment taking place, although the two vortices are initially almost entirely 
overlapping ; the intercentroid distance, shown in figure 4 ( b ) ,  undergoes quite regular 
oscillations, similar to those in figure 2 (b )  for a much greater initial separation. From 
our knowledge of the merger process, one would have expected that starting the 
vortices at a smaller distance apart for the same value of y would lead to alignment. 
For the same small initial distance d, = 0.4 we find that alignment occurs when the 
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FIGURE 4. (a) Same as figure 2(a)  but for d ,  = 0.4. The frames are shown at t = 0,2,4,. . . .. 
( b )  The intercentroid distance as a function of time for the run in (a). 
vortices are made larger with respect to L,, i.e. at higher y. I n  figure 5 (a )  an example 
a t  y = 5.0 is presented. Note that only very thin filaments are shed around the 
vortices and they are reminiscent of the ones observed by Dritschel (1988 b) .  
At this large value of y ,  the two layers are very strongly coupled, and the fluid 
tends to behave as if the vortices were simultaneously present in both layers. We 
illustrate this with a final example, shown in figure 6, ford, = 2.2 and y = 5.0, where 
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FIGURE 5. (a )  Alignment ford, = 0.4 and y = 5.0. Time advances to the right and downwards. The 
frames are shown at t = 0, 1,2,3,  . . . . ( b )  The intercentroid distance a8 a function of time for the run 
in (a ) .  
the vortices are initialized in a non-overlapping configuration. It is fascinating to 
observe how similar this alignment is to a merger, in as much as very little overlap 
between the vortices takes place, at least for the early stages. 
The results of our numerical experiments for the alignment problem in the two- 
layer quasi-geostrophic model are summarized in figure 7. Crosses (respectively 
circles) represent locations where alignment (no alignment) is found ; the line 
separating the two regions was drawn in by hand. Alignment occurs only for 
sufficiently large y, namely for vortices sufficiently large with respect to L,, and the 
smallest value of y for which alignment is possible is found to be very close to 1. 
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FIGURE 6. Alignment for d, = 2.2 and y = 5.0. Time advances to the right and downwards. The 
frames are shown at t = 0,0.5, 1 .O, 1.5, . . . . The two vortices are located in different layers. 
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FIGURE 7 .  Phenomenology of the alignment problem in two quasi-geostrophic layers of equal depth 
in the ( y ,  d,) parameter space. Crosses indicated alignment, and circles no-alignment. 
The higher branch of the curve for the critical alignment distance is easily 
understood in a way analogous to the merger problem: two vortices must be 
sufficiently close to ‘feel each other’ and align. Note that in the limit y & 1 the curve 
tends to the critical value d, z 3.3 : the Euler value is recovered in that limit because 
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the Green function becomes purely logarithmic as y + co (refer to equation (4) of the 
first paper). 
The lower part of the curve is not entirely surprising in view of the recent results 
on the stability of geostrophic vortices. Flier1 (1988) has shown that a barotropic 
two-layer circular geostrophic potential vorticity patch is stable to m = 1 baroclinic 
disturbances ; thus we expect the alignment curve not to intersect the d ,  = 0 axis. 
Here m represents the azimuthal wavenumber of a linear normal mode perturbation. 
Recall that an m = 1 baroclinic mode corresponds to a simple displacement of the 
centres in opposite directions in the two layers. The results of figure 7 suggest that 
barotropic circular vortices are actually nonlinearly unstable to m = 1 baroclinic 
perturbations of sufficiently large amplitude. 
3. Energy conversions in the alignment process 
In order to study energy conversions in the alignment problem, we have used a 
pseudospectral algorithm for integrating the two-layer quasi-geostrophic equations. 
There are two reasons for doing this. First, energy calculations are very inefficiently 
done with contour dynamics/surgery since the expressions needed to compute the 
energies are not easily formulated in terms of contour integrals. Second, and more 
importantly, we want to show that the results just presented are robust, in the sense 
that they do not rely in an essential way on the geostrophic potential vorticity field 
being piecewise uniform. 
The computations presented in this section were obtained with a doubly periodic 
dealiased 128 x 128 pseudospectral code. Some hyperviscosity (uk16) is necessary to 
keep the cnstrophy bounded in the small scales. However, the dissipation u is chosen 
to be sufficiently small that only approximately 0.5% of the total energy is lost a t  
the end of each run. Thus the dynamics of these vortices can be considered, a t  least 
for the larger scales, virtually inviscid. As in the previous section, we initialize the 
fields with two circular patches of uniform identical geostrophic potential vorticity, 
one in each layer. A small amount of smoothing is necessary near the circular 
boundaries to avoid Gibbs phenomena due to an infinitely steep gradient. 
To separate the baroclinic and barotropic components of the energy, it is 
convenient to write them in terms of the barotropic and baroclinic stream functions, 
$, and $c respectively, defined by 
lk, = t ( l k l + 3 h 2 ) ,  lkc = WI- lk ' ) ,  (2) 
for two layers of equal depth in the absence of motion. The total energy E of the 
system can then be expressed as a sum of two parts, a barotropic one defined by 
which is purely kinetic in character, and a baroclinic part which is composed of a 
kinetic component as well as a potential energy term : 
In an inviscid system the total energy E = E,  + E,  is conserved. We now show how 
energy is converted from E ,  to E, when alignment takes place. 
Consider first the alignment presented in figure 8 (a)  for d ,  = 3.0 and y = 2.0 ; these 
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FIGURE 8 ( a ) .  For caption see facing page. 
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FIGURE 8. (a) The geostrophic potential vorticity fields for the alignment at d, = 3.0 and y = 2.0. 
The left (respectively right) column shows the lower (upper) layer. Compare this pseudospectral 
128 x 128 computation with the contour surgery one in figure 1 (a) (the times of the spectral runs 
have to  be rescaled by factor of 4). (b) The barotropic energy us. time for the run in (a). The units 
are chosen so that the total energy E = E,+E, = 1 at t = 0. (c) The baroclinic energy us. time for 
the run in (a). Same units as in (b). 
parameter values are the same as the case presented in figure 1 (a), and it is easily 
seen that the results are very similar : the initially circular geostrophic potential 
vorticity patch in each layer is  split into two parts, yielding an aligned barotropic 
central vortex surrounded by two satellite vortices (one in each layer). Since in figure 
~. . -  . _  - . -  - -  
8 we have disposed the upper- and lower-layer fields next to each other, one can see 
directly that the intercentroid distance decreases as alignment takes place. 
The barotropic and baroclinic energies (normalized by the total energy at t = 0) are 
shown in figures 8 ( b )  and 8 (c), respectively. The baroclinic energy E,, initially 
approximately 9 % of the total energy, decreases to less than 1 % during alignment. 
At the same time, the barotropic energy E,  increases by acquiring the amount lost 
from E,. Notice also how most of the energy conversion from E ,  to  E,  takes place 
between t = 20 and t = 60, which corresponds to  the time when the vortices split into 
two pieces. 
In  contrast, the non-alignment case d,  = 3.0 and y = 1.0 is shown in figure 9 ( a )  
9-2 
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FIGURE Q ( a ) .  For caption see facing page. 
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FIGURE 9. ( a )  Same as figure 8(a)  but for y = 1.0. Here the two layers have been superimposed; the 
darker (respectively lighter) vortex is in the upper (lower) layer. Compare this with the contour 
surgery run of figure 2(a ) .  ( b )  The barotropic energy vs. time for the run in (a). The units are chosen 
so that the total energy E = ET+ E ,  = 1 at t = 0. (c) The baroclinic energy vs. time for the run in 
(a ) .  Same units as in (b ) .  
(this case can be compared with the contour surgery run of figure 2a) .  The energy 
partition (see figure 9 b ,  c ) ,  approximately 20% baroclinic and 80% barotropic, only 
oscillates by less than 5 YO compared to the initial value. Note moreover that E ,  and 
E ,  are out of phase by precisely n, so that the oscillations represent an exchange 
between the barotropic and baroclinic modes. However, as opposed to the previous 
run, E’, and E ,  retain - on average - their initial values. 
4. Alignment and doubly connected rotating two-layer V-states 
We now turn our attention to figure 7 and to the question of understanding the 
shape of the region where alignment occurs in the ( y ,  d,) parameter space. As is the 
case for the merger problem (cf. the first paper), we intend to  show that the shape 
of the alignment region is basically determined by the existence of V-states or, 
rather, the absence thereof. I n  other words, we wish to show that alignment takes 
place in that region in the ( y ,  d,)-plane where stable V-states do not exist. We use the 
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term ‘ V-state ’ to  describe any set of uniform geostrophic potential vorticity patches 
that rotate or translate a t  constant velocity without change in shape. 
We have thus computed equilibria composed of two identical regions of uniform 
geostrophic potential vorticity, one in each layer, rotating about the origin with 
constant angular velocity D and with their centroids located symmetrically on either 
side of the origin on the x-axis. We designate these equilibria ‘doubly connected two- 
layer rotating V-states ’ and a sketch of the geostrophic potential vorticity 
distribution associated with them is provided in figure 10. The algorithm used to 
determine these solutions is identical to  the one described in the first paper, with the 
exception of the form for the Green function. All the V-states presented below were 
computed with 200 nodes on each vortex. 
A lengthscale can be chosen without loss of generality (we choose it such that 
xB = 1,  see figure lo), and thus only one geometrical parameter is necessary to describe 
each V-state, namely the ratio v = xA/xB. Being in different layers, the two vortices 
can overlap, in which case v becomes negative. The range of interest is - 1 c v < 1.  
The only other free parameter is y .  The way to proceed in finding V-states in this 
( v ,  y )  parameter space is suggested by the shape of the curve in figure 7. 
The question we wish to address is the following: for what values of v and y can 
doubly connected rotating V-states be found 1 Recall that  when both vortices are in 
the same layer a V-state exists for any value of y and v > 0, but the ‘interesting’ V- 
states (i.e. the ones relevant to the merger problem) are the ones for which v = 0. 
These are usually called ‘limiting V-states’, and correspond to the case when the two 
vortices are actually touching at the origin. 
When the vortices are in different layers, however, the meaning of ‘limiting V- 
state’ needs to be understood in the original sense of Wu, Overman & Zabusky 
(1984). Namely, suppose that we are varying some parameter a and, having found 
a V-state a t  a = ao, we find V-states for increasing values of a > a. up to  a = aL. If 
no V-state exists for a > aL, we designate the V-state a t  a = aL as the ‘limiting V- 
state ’. For two-dimensional problems the parameter that  indicates the existence of 
a limiting state is usually a geometrical one. Thus, for instance, the limiting V-state 
for doubly connected Euler (i.e. y = 0 and l7, = 0) V-states occurs for vL = 0. 
The reason for this somewhat formal definition resides in the fact that, as we will 
show in what follows, for doubly connected rotating two-layer equilibria, limiting V- 
states occur in the parameter y. The idea is simple: for a fixed value of the 
geometrical parameter v, V-states always exist for sufficiently small y but, when 
v < 0 (i.e. when the vortices have a non-vanishing overlap), there exists a value yL 
such that for y > yL the V-states cease to exist. A limiting V-state exists even when 
v > 0 (no overlap), but it is approached asymptotically as y+ co. 
The reason for proceeding by increasing y a t  fixed v in the exploration of the 
(v, y )  parameter space is suggested by the single-valuedness of the curve for the 
critical alignment distance (cf. figure 7) when d, is held fixed and y is varied. Ideally, 
one would have liked to be able to  calculate V-states a t  fixed d, for increasing y ;  
however, our algorithm does not allow us to prescribe the value ofd, apriori. We can 
however hold v fixed and, having found a V-state, compute the intercentroid distance 
d,  and an equivalent radius R to construct the quantity d ,  = d, /R which allows us to 
determine where the V-state is located in the ( y ,  d,)-plane. (Since the vortices are not 
circular, the notion of radius is somewhat vague. We have adopted here the simplest 
definition : R = (Area/n)i.) 
We have proceeded as follows: for a fixed value of v we have found doubly 
connected V-states by successively increasing y from zero, until beyond y = yc our 
Two-layer geostrophic vortex dynamics. Part 2 
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FIGURE 10. Schematic drawing of the geostrophic potential vorticity distribution of a doubly 
connected two-layer V-state. The solid (respectively dashed) vortex is located in the upper (lower) 
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TABLE 1 .  The numerically determined values of d ,  and y, for the limiting doubly connected rotating 
two-layer V-states as a function of the,geometrical parameter v.  The values of ye in this table have 
been rescaled by a factor of (Area/n)i to make them comparable with the values in figure 7 for 
vortices of area R, as explained in the first paper. The asterisks are explained in $5. 
algorithm fails to converge. Whether the value yc a t  which the algorithm stops 
converging corresponds to  the value yL at which the V-states cease to exist, is a 
rather delicate question that we postpone to the next section. Suffice it to  say that, 
for most values of v, the two are identical (and we will provide computational 
evidence for this). We then compute the value of d ,  for the V-state at y = yc ; these 
values are tabulated in table 1. We have also plotted them in figure 11, together with 
the curve for the critical alignment distance from figure 7. 
Although the agreement between the two curves is not as close as for the merger 
problem, there is little doubt that the location where doubly connected rotating V- 
states cease to exist is a good ‘zeroth-order predictor’ for the boundary beyond 
which alignment can be expected to  occur. The hatched sector between the two 
curves designates a region where we have found V-states and also observed 
alignment to take place; the V-states in this region have very high curvatures on 
their contours and there is every reason to  believe that they would be unstable (we 
refer the reader to  the first paper for a discussion of this point for the merger problem, 
where a similar phenomenon is observed). 
Finally a comment must be made on the lower part of the curves in figure 11, 
where a region appears in which alignment docs not occur in spite of the absence of 
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FIGURE 11. Alignment and existence of doubly connected two-layer rotating V-states. No V-states 
were found to the left of the curves, where alignment was observed to occur. 
doubly connected rotating V-states. This may seem to invalidate our whole 
approach, but is easily explained if one considers the fact that for small values of d,  
the initial condition is close to a second type of V-state, namely a barotropic vortex ! 
Since this is stable to sufficiently small perturbations (Flier1 1988), no alignment is 
observed a t  small d,.  
5. Existence of V-states and corotating critical points 
The next question to be addressed is why doubly connected rotating V-states cease 
to exist at  a finite value of y ,  as y is progressively increased from zero a t  constant v. 
To elucidate the matter we must proceed to a careful examination of the V-states 
themselves. 
The v > 0 case is rather straightforward since the two vortices do not overlap. For 
y = 0 the two layers are decoupled and the shape of the vortices is exactly circular. 
As y is made non-zero, the vortices acquire a flattened shape, since they have to resist 
the shear induced by the vortex in the other layer and remain in equilibrium. In the 
limit y+ co the shapes of Euler doubly connected rotating V-states (previously 
studied by Saffman & Szeto 1980; Zabusky 1981 ; Dritschell985) are recovered, with 
the difference that SZ is scaled by a factor of with respect to the Euler value (this 
is because the two layers have equal depth ; see the first paper for similar occurrences 
with other types of V-states). 
An example of this type is presented in figure 12, where the doubly connected 
rotating two-layer V-states for v = 0.1 are plotted for several values of y between 
0.01 and 50. Several properties of these V-states are listed in table 2.  As expected, the 
V-states a t  y = 10, 20 and 50 are indistinguishable to the eye. 
The situation becomes considerably more complicated when we allow the vortices 
to overlap. The V-states for the case v = -0.1 are shown in figure 13 and their 
properties presented in table 3. Notice that as y is increased the V-states develop 
cusps in the region where the two vortices overlap, and eventually our algorithm fails 
to converge for y = yc x 11.90. 
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FIQURE 12. Doubly connected rotating two-layer V-states for v = 0.1. The values of y for the 
V-states plotted here are given in table 2. The solid contours are in the upper layer, the dashed ones 
































































TABLE 2. Properties of doubly connected rotating two-layer V-states for v = 0.1. For each value 
of y we tabulate the angular velocity 52, the intercentroid distance d,, the aapect ratio A obtained 
by fitting th: V-state to  an ellipse with identical second-order moments, the equivalent radius 
R = (Area/x)r, the centroid 5 and the area of each vortex. 
We have found that the most useful diagnostic for understanding these equilibria 
is an analysis of the geometry of the corotating stream function, i.e. the stream 
function in a frame of reference where the V-state is stationary. The corotating 
stream function is obtained from the stream function in the inertial frame by 
subtracting the term @r2. 
For a typical V-state in figure 13 far from the limiting one (i.e. at small y) ,  the 
geometry of the corotating stream function in the upper layer is sketched in figure 
14. It goes without saying that the stream function in the lower layer is identical to 
the one in the upper layer upon reflection about the y-axis. Hence we need only 
discuss one of the two layers. The two centres C, and C, are a purely kinematic effect 
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FIGURE 13. Doubly connected rotating two-layer V-states for v = -0.1. The values of y for the 





















































































TABLE 3. Properties of the doubly connected rotating two-layer V-states for v = -0.1. (See the 
caption of table 2.) For this value of v convergence stops a t  y, = 11.90. 
due to the rotation of the frame of reference. They necessitate, however, the presence 
of the two saddle points S, and S,. When y = 0 the shape of the vortex is an exact 
circle and the geometry of figure 14 becomes degenerate (in that case the area 
enclosed by the separatrices vanishes, the four critical points C,, C,, S, and S, are 
located on a ‘stagnation circle’). As y is increased (at constant v )  the saddle point S, 
initially approaches the vortex contour, but is eventually pushed away from it until, 
at a special value y = ys, the geometry of the corotating function undergoes a drastic 
topological change. 
Beyond the threshold ys (for the case v = -0.1 we have found ys x 4.5) the 
influence in the upper layer of the vortex in the lower layer is so strong that i t  
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FIQURE 14. A sketch of the geometry of the corotating stream function in the upper layer for the 
doubly connected V-states of figure 13 at small y .  The solid line is the vortex boundary, the dashed 
lines the separatrices connecting the saddle points S, and S,. 
Y 
FIQURE 15. A sketch of the geometry of the corotating stream function in the upper layer for the 
doubly connected V-states of figure 13 a t  y > ys. The closed streamlines around C ,  are due to the 
strong influence of the vortex in the lower layer. 
generates a new set of closed contours in the upper layer, and therefore a new saddle 
and a new centre. A sketch of the associated corotating stream function, typical of 
V-states for y > ys is drawn in figure 15. The existence of a limiting V-state is a direct 
consequence of the presence of the saddle critical point S, which first appears as y 
exceeds ys. As y is further increased from ys, the size of the vortex centred in C, grows 
owing to the ever stronger effect of the vortex in the opposite layer. This pushes the 
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FIGURE 16. (a )  The distances d,, k = 1,2 ,3  along the x-axis between the boundary of the upper- 
layer vortex and the respective saddle stagnation points S, as a function of y for the 1'-states with 
v = -0.1 (cf. figure 13). Kote that d,+O near y = y, x 11.90 where the limiting V-state is found. 
( b )  An enlargement of (a) near yc ,  showing the intersection of d, with y-axis near 1 1.90 < y < 11.95. 
stagnation point S, closer and closer to the contour of the vortex patch until, at a 
finite value of y = y, the saddle point S, is on the contour itself and the limiting 
V-state is reached. 
We have numerically computed the location of the stagnation points surrounding 
each V-state. The position (xc, y,) of each critical point is determined by solving (with 
a nonlinear secant method) the following two-dimensional system : 
ui(x,, ye) + Q x c  = 0, vi(xc> yc)-Q~,  = 0, (5)  
where ui and vi are the inertial velocities in layer i and are numerically evaluated by 
means of a contour integral over the known boundaries a5 (j = 1,2) of the V-state : 
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FIGURE 17. Doubly connected rotating two-layer V-states for u = -0.7. The values of y for the 
V-states plotted here are given in table 4. 
with r2 = (x-LJ2+ (y-r), and the Green functions G ,  given in the first paper (cf. 
equation (4)).  Solution of (5) yields the location both centres and saddles, and we 
have found that convergence is very fast provided that the initial guess for the secant 
method is not too far from the critical point. 
The results of our solution of ( 5 )  are presented in figure 16, where the numerical 
values of the distances d, (k = 1,2 ,3)  along the x-axis between the three stagnation 
points S, and the boundary of the vortex are plotted versus y. Note that the saddle 
point S,, which appears for y > ys z 4.5, touches the contour a t  finite y z 11.90, 
while d, and d, actually grow a t  large y and are always O(1). An enlarged picture of 
the 11 < y < 12 region is given in figure 16a, showing the computational evidence for 
the existence of a limiting V-state near y x 11.90. 
The above scenario 'for the existence of a limiting V-state a t  finite y applies, 
however, only to  values of 0 > v > v" for which the overlap between the two vortices 
is relatively small. (Our knowledge of the value of v" is somewhat crude since we have 
determined the V-states for only 10 distinct values of v (cf. table 1) ;  we find -0.10 < 
I7 < -0.15.) Beyond I7 the situation is qualitatively different : the large overlap 
prevents the emergence of the closed contours centred around C, even when y is 
large, and the geometry of the corotating stream function is similar to  that shown in 
figure 14 for all values of y. The limiting V-state in this case is due to the saddle point 
S, touching the contour a t  finite y.  
An example of this behaviour is illustrated in figure 17, where the V-states for 
v = -0.7 are plotted (see table 4 for their properties). In  this case the cusps develop 
on the non-overlapping side of the vortices, and we find yc x 3.55. The distances of 
the critical saddle points S, and S, are plotted versus y in figure 18(a), with an 
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FIGURE 18. (a) The distances d, and d, along the x-axis between the boundary of the upper-layer 
vortex and the respective saddle stagnation points as a function of y for the V-states with u = -0.7 
(cf. figure 17). (b) An enlargement of (a) near yc, showing the intersection of d, with y-axis near 







































































TABLE 4. Properties of the doubly connected rotating two-layer V-states for Y = -0.7. (See the 
caption of table 2.) For this value of v convergence stops at  yc = 3.55. 
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monotonic character of the d, and d, curves in figure 18 (a), in contrast with the richer 
behaviour a t  smaller values of v (see figure 17). 
For all but two values of v (these are marked by asterisks in table 1) we have 
succeeded in showing that the point yc at which our algorithm fails to converge is 
associated with a critical saddle point touching the boundary, thereby establishing 
that yc is identical to yL, the point a t  which a limiting V-state exists. The failure 
of our algorithm to converge without a saddle point touching the contour is 
undoubtedly due to the weakness in our numerical scheme. The algorithm used here, 
based on the one of Wu et al. (1984), is only second order and is well known to have 
difficulties converging when cusps develop on the contours (see for instance Polvani 
& Carton 1989) ; a more powerful one (presumably of higher order, such as the one 
presented by Wu et al.) is probably necessary to converge on the limiting V-states a t  
those two values of v where the present scheme fails. 
6. Finite-area hetons 
As a final chapter in our investigation of the vortex dynamics of a two-layer 
system, we present in this section examples of translating V-states which are the 
finite-area analogues of the point-vortex pairs named ‘hetons’ by Hogg & Stommel 
(1985); they consist of two vortices of equal and opposite uniform geostrophic 
potential vorticity, located symmetrically about the y-axis, one in each layer, and 
translating with constant angular velocity V ,  as sketched in figure 19. The free 
geometrical parameter in this problem is the ratio ,u = xA/xB. 
Two-layer dipoles have been seen to emerge spontaneously from baroclinic 
instability by Helfrich & Send (1988), who showed how a baroclinic circular vortex 
perturbed with an unstable normal mode of angular wavenumber m breaks up into 
m finite-area hetons. Experimentally, Griffiths & Hopfinger ( 1986) have generated 
two-layer dipoles in their laboratory experiments and have studied their interactions. 
We present next some of the translating dipolar two-layer V-states that we have 
determined with the same algorithm as used throughout this study. As for the V- 
states of the previous section, we have found that the situation becomes rather 
complicated when the two vortices have a large overlap and y is large. For the sake 
of brevity, we will limit ourselves here to giving two simple examples. 
When the two vortices do not overlap, i.e. for /I > 0, the situation is similar to the 
one of the previous section. At y = 0 the vortices are circular, they become more and 
more elongated as y is increased and in the limit y + co they converge to the same 
shape as the translating V-states of Deem & Zabusky (1978). The case ,u = 0.05 is 
shown in figure 20, and the properties of these V-states are presented in table 5. 
It is easy to show that for a point-vortex heton of strength r and distance d, 
between the two vortices, the propagation velocity is given by the formula 
However, we should warn the reader that the comparison between the velocity V of 
a finite-area heton and the equivalent point-vortex heton velocity V,, with r = Area 
is of little value unless y is small. Indeed, while for a two-dimensional circular vortex 
of radius 1 the exterior field is identical to that of a point vortex of strength K 
(without loss of generality we take the vorticity to have value 1 throughout this 
discussion), such is not the case when the Green function is of modified Bessel type. 
Thus, for instance, it is easy to show that the strength seq of a point vortex that 
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FIGURE 19. Schematic drawing of the geostrophic potential vorticity distribution of a finite-area 
heton. The solid (respectively dashed) vortex is located in the upper (lower) layer. The parameter 




FIGURE 20. Two-layer dipoles for p = 0.05. The values of y for these V-states are given 
in table 5. 
produces a field identical to the exterior one of an equivalent barotropic circular 
vortex of radius 1 is given by 
This, of course, reduces to K in the limit y+O. 
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FIQURE 21. Two-layer dipoles for p = -0.3. The value of y for these V-states are given 



























V l  VP" Area ArealA, 4 A R 
0.979 0.709 1 .ooo 1.050 0.999 0.475 
0.926 0.725 1.022 1.049 0.978 0.480 
0.904 0.768 1.084 1.045 0.924 0.494 
0.875 0.918 1.295 1.028 0.777 0.541 
0.856 1.017 1.435 1.015 0.704 0.569 
0.834 1.121 1.581 1.002 0.641 0.597 
0.812 1.218 1.719 0.990 0.591 0.623 
0.794 1.301 1.835 0.980 0.554 0.643 
0.770 1.415 1.996 0.967 0.508 0.671 
0.747 1.530 2.159 0.954 0.468 0.698 
0.741 1.565 2.208 0.951 0.456 0.706 
0.735 1.591 2.244 0.948 0.448 0.712 
TABLE 5. Properties of finite-area hetons for j~ = 0.05. For each value of y we tabulate the velocity 
V, its ratio the velocity of the equivalent point-vortex heton V,,, the area of each vortex and its 
ratio to the area A,, a t  y = 0, the intercentroid distance d,, the aspect ratio A obtained by fitting 
each vorFex to an ellipse with identical second-order moments and the equivalent radius R = 
(Area/n)z. 
As a final example we show in figure 21 the finite-area hetons for p = -0.3 (see 
table 6 for their properties). When the overlap is considerable the vortices tend to 
look 'bean shaped'. The largest value of y for which the algorithm converged is y = 
2.20. We have also obtained solutions at larger values of negative p (greater overlap) 
but their shapes are more difficult to understand. We are currently in the process of 
analysing them and we hope to report on that in the future. 









































































TABLE 6. Properties of finite-area hetons for ,u = -0.3. (See the caption of table 5.) Convergence 
was lost at y z 2.2. 
7. Summary and conclusions 
The purpose of this study has been to investigate the vortex dynamics of a very 
simple physical system (the quasi-geostrophic two-layer model) that, although 
retaining many of the simplifications of two-dimensional flows, allows for vertical 
variations characteristic of the rapidly rotating stratified flows found in planetary 
atmospheres. The question of vortex coalescence has occupied a prominent place in 
this study, since it is the fundamental process leading to the formation of the strong 
isolated coherent structures observed in turbulence simulations. 
We have examined in detail the two simplest cases of coalescence, where two 
circular uniform geostrophic potential vorticity regions interact in the same layer 
(merger) or from different layers (alignment). We have studied the dependence of 
these two processes on the radius of deformation of the system and the initial 
distance between the two vortices. 
One of the major findings of this work is that the bchaviour of a given 
configuration of geostrophic potential vorticity depends crucially on its proximity to 
a stable equilibrium state : if it is 'far '  from any equilibrium, it has to rearrange itself 
considerably (through repeated filamentation) before it becomes close to a V-state. 
Hence the occurrence of merger and alignment, which are essentially inviscid 
processes in the early stages, depends on where V-states are found; where no stable 
doubly connected equilibrium exists, the vorticity rearranges itself to the ' closest ' 
available equilibrium, often, but not always, an axisymmetric configuration. Figure 
22 shows a blow-up of the frame t = 11 of the alignment on figure 3 ( a )  ; the shapes 
of the two central vortices are remarkably close to the V-states shown on figure 17. 
Note that the same shapes reappear periodically (see frames t = 18 and t = 25) ,  in 
spite of the presence of vorticity filaments. 
The analysis of the comoving strcam function, its geometry and, in particular, the 
location of the hyperbolic critical points, which have been known to play an essential 
role in the dynamical evolution of vorticity fields?, have here been shown to yield 
much insight into static problems as well, more specifically in determining the 
existence of \'-states. 
I n  many ways, we consider this study to be only a partial investigation of a very 
rich subject, with many questions still in need of an answer. Perhaps the greatest 
limitation of this work is the representation of geostrophic vortices as uniform 
t For the problems of axisymmetrization and merger see Melander, McWilliams & Zabusky 
(1987) and Melander, Zabusky 8: McWilliams (1988), respectively, and for the filamentation 
problem see Polvani Pt al. (19896) and Pullin et al. (1989). 
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FIGURE 22. An enlargement of the frame t = 11 of figure 3(a). Compare the vortex shapes with 
the V-states shown in figure 17. 
potential vorticity patches. As Verron, Hopfinger & McWilliams (1990) have recently 
shown for the merger problem, representing vortices as regions of anomalous relative 
vorticity leads to quite different results to those obtained in this study. Another 
limitation of this work is the fact that the stratification was represented by only two 
density layers. The question of alignment in the presence of a continuous 
stratification, for instance, would be considerably richer, since vortices can coalesce 
from non-contiguous density levels. All in all much work remains to be done to 
advance our understanding of coherent vortex structures in geostrophic turbulence. 
The author wishes to thank Glenn Flierl, Norman Zabusky and Jim McWilliams 
for useful suggestions and discussions, David Dritschel for providing the one-layer 
contour surgery code and Xavier Carton for helping with the pseudospectral 
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under grant N00014-86-K-0325. 
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